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Stolen
Vehicle

18-113151

Lloshire Path

Burglary
Attempt

18-113098

Cimarron Drive

Overdose
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Sloganeer Trail
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3495 S US1
(Mobil)

A homeowner called and advised they saw three black males on
their Ring camera run from their driveway with an approximate 1520 minute time delay. During a neighborhood canvass a vehicle
was determined to be stolen from the above residence, left
unlocked with the keys in the vehicle. A perimeter was established
and AirOne responded and all four subjects were located. ***Call
still active***.
V1 advised he witnessed a young dark skinned male in his garage at
approximately 1935 hours. As he opened his inside garage door the
male immediately ran full speed from the garage east bound on
Cimmaron Drive. Several units responded for the search but met
negative results.
Deputies administered their Narcan on O1 8-19-65, who was
unresponsive and overdosing. O1 regained consciousness while in
the ambulance being transported to FHF. It should be noted that
O1 also overdosed on 7-1-18 (case #2018-61073) and was
administered Narcan at his residence.
S1 was arrested for trespass after warning. Customs and Border
Patrol advised that Jose has already been deported twice previously
and illegally re-entered the country and placed a detainer on him at
FCIF.
O1 advised his sister, M1 left for work yesterday morning but did
not return home. No foul play suspected and no medical issues.
FCSO performed a traffic stop on a vehicle for no tag visible. While
in contact with the occupants cannabis was smelled emitting from
within the vehicle. Deputies located a container containing heroin,
crack cocaine and cannabis concealed within the crotch of S1 and
she was arrested. S2 was arrested for no valid driver’s license.
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